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Abstract 
The analysis of many randomized algorithms, for example in dynamic load balancing, probabilistic clivide-
and-conquer paradigm and distributed edge-coloring, requires ascertaining the precise nature of the correlation 
between the random variables arising in the following prototypical "ba.l1s-and-bins" experiment. Suppose a 
certain number of balls are thrown uniformly and independently at random into 11 bins. Let Xi be the random 
variable denoting the number of balls in the ith bin, i E [11]. These variables are clearly not independent 
and are intmtively negatively related. We make this mathematically precise by proving the following type of 
correlation inequalities: 
• For index sets I, J 5; [11] such that I n J = 0 or I u J = [11], and any non-negative integers t I, t J, 
ieI jeJ ieI 
• For any disjoint index sets I, J 5; [11], any l' 5; 1, J' 5; J and any non-negative integers ti, i E 1 and 
tj,j E J, 
Pr[/\ Xi ~ ti I /\ Xj ~ tj] $ Pr[ /\ Xi ~ ti I /\ Xj ~ tj]. 
'eI jeJ ieI' JEJ' 
Although these inequalities are intwtively appealing, establishing them is non-trivial; in pa.Iticular, clirect 
counting arguments become intra.ctable very fast. We prove the inequalities of the first type by an application 
of the celebrated FKG Correlation Inequality. The proof for the second uses only elementary methods and 
hinges on some monotonicity properties. 
More importantly, we then introduce a general methodology that may be applicable whenever the random 
variables involved are negatively related. Precisely, we invoke a general notion of negative assocation of random 
variables and show that: 
• The variables Xi are negatively associated. This yields most of the previous results in a uniform way. 
• For a set of negatively associated variables, one can apply the Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds to the sum 
of these variables. This provides a tool that fa.cilitates analysis of many randomized a.lgorithms, for 
example, the ones mentioned above. 
·Supported by the ESPRIT Basic Research Actions Program of the EC under contract No. 1141 (project ALCOM ll). 
tWork done while the author was visiting the Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik 
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1 Introduction 
The analysis of many randomized algorithms involves random variables that are not independent. This renders 
many of the standard tools of probability theory that are valid for independent variables, such as the Chernoff 
bounds, inapplicable. In this case it is desirable to ascertain the precise nature of the correlation between the 
random variables involved and determine sufficient conditions in which these probabilistic tools can be reinstated. 
Some previous work of this type can be found in [11, 12, 16, 17). 
In many cases, these variables are not independent, but related, intuitively, in the following negative way: for 
any two of these variables, given that one of them is "I arge" one would expect the other to be "smalI" . Typical 
examples of this kind arise when analysing algorithms for dynamic load balancing, in the probabilistic divide-
and-conquer paradigm and distributed graph algorithms[8, 7, 11, 12, 16]. The essence of the correlation in these 
examples is captured by the following "balls and bins" experiment, which is a classical paradigm example. 
Suppose we throw a certain number of balls into a certain number, n of bins uniformly and independently at 
random. For i E [n], let Xi be the random variable denoting the number of balls in the ith bin. The question is: 
how are the Xi related? Although the balls are thrown uniformly and independently at random, these variables 
are not independent; in particular, their sum is fixed, being equal to the number of balls thrown. Intuitively, the 
variables are negatively correlated in the manner indicated by the following innocous looking statements: 
1. Pr[Xl +X2 ~ 51 X 3 + X6 +X17 ~ 6] $ Pr[X l +X2 ~ 5]. 
2. Pr[X1 ~ 3,X2 ~ 41 X 3 ~ 5,X4 ~ 6] $ Pr[Xl ~ 3,X2 ~ 41 X 3 ~ 5] $ Pr[Xl ~ 3,X2 ~ 4]. 
Although these statements appear almost self-evident, they seem to be surprisingly hard to prove. In particular, 
a direct counting argument with binomial coefficients seems to lead nowhere. 
1.1 Statement of Results 
In this paper, we first prove the following types of correlation inequalities: 
• For index sets I, J S; [n] such that In J = 0 or 1u J = [n], and any non-negative integers tI, tJ, 
Pr[L:Xi ~ tl I L:Xj ~ tJ] $ Pr[L:Xi ~ tI]. 
iel jeJ iel 
• For any disjoint index sets I, J S; [n], any I' S; I, J' S; J and any non-negative integers ti, i E I and 
tj,j E J, 
Pr[A Xi ~ ti I /\ Xj ~ tj] $ Pr[ A Xi ~ t, I /\ Xj ~ tj]. 
tel jeJ ieI' jeJ' 
We prove the inequalities of the first type by an application of the celebrated FKG Correlation Inequality. Good 
accounts of the FKG inequality and its previous applications can be found in [1, 6]. The proof for the second 
uses only elementary methods and hinges on some monotonicity properties. 
More importantly, we then introduce a general methodology that may be applicable whenever the random 
variables involved are negatively related. Precisely, we invoke a general notion of negative assocation of random 
variables[3]. Negative association provides a unifying framework to make precise a notion of strong negative 
dependence between variabIese. We show that: 
• The variables Xi are negatively associated. This yields most of the previous results in a uniform way. 
• For a set of negatively associated variables, one can apply the Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds to the sum of 
these variables. This provides a tool that facilitates analysis of many randomized algorithms, for example, 
the ones mentioned above. 
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1.2 Applications 
1.2.1 Dynamic Load Balancing 
Consider a scenario in which one has to allocate various jobs to available servers, for eaxmple, programs requesting 
data from disc drives, or user queries to a database system. It is desirable to perform the allocation dynamically in 
such a way that the load is relatively balanced across the servers. Dynamic load balancing is a weIl-studied problem 
and several strategies for load balancing have been proposed and analysed. In arecent work, Lauer describes a new 
dynamic load balancing strategy [8]. The analysis of this algorithm requires establishing correlation inequalities 
such as those described in the introduction. Our solution enables this analysis to be brought to completion. 
1.2.2 Occupancy Problems in Statistical Physies 
In Statistical Physics, one has an ensemble of m particles, distributed in a phase space which is divided into n 
regions or cells, in such a way that "all configurations are equally likely". In order to calculate various random 
quantities of interest, it is necessary to carefully specify in what sense one intends this last qualification. There 
are two key dichotomies: whether the particles are regarded as indistinguishable and whether multiple occupancy 
of a cell is permitted. There are three weIl known models in use in Statistical Physics: 
1. [Maxwell-Boltzmann Model] The particles are distinguishable and multiple occupancy is allowed. 
2. [Fermi-Dirac Model] The particles are indistinguishable and multiple oceupancy is forbidden (owing to 
the so called exclusion principle). 
3. [Bos~Einstein Model] The particles are indistinguishable but multiple occupancy is allowed. 
Although the MaxweIl-Boltzmann model appears at first to be the most natural one, empirical and theoretical 
studies have showed that various classes of elementary particles actually obey one of the other two distributions. 
Let Xi denote the occupancy number i.e. the number of balls in the ith ceIl, i E [n]. Note that the statistics 
in the balls and bins example from the introduction is of the MaxweIl-Boltzmann type. The joint distribution of 
Xl, ... ,Xn is weIl known under all three distributions: 
Proposition 1 For any non-negative integers ml, ... ,71ln such that ml + ... + 71ln = m, we have, 
1. For the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, 
Pr[Xl = ml,· ··,Xn = 71ln] = I m! ln-rn. 
ml··· .71ln. 
2. For the Fermi-Dirac statistics, 
3. For the Bose-Einstein statistics, 
(
n + m_l)-l 
Pr[Xl = ml,··· ,Xn = 71ln] = m 
In principle, one can deduce from this joint distribution, all other quantities and relationships of interest. For the 
Fermi-Dirac statistics, it is easy to show that one has 
Pr[1\. Xi ~ ti I I\. Xj ~ tj] ~ Pr[1\. Xi ~ ti] 
iEI jEJ iEI 
for disjoint index sets I, J and any reals ti, i EI and tj,j E J. However, it does not seems easy to draw similar 
conclusions for the other models. Below we resolve questions of this type in the other two models as weIl. 
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1.2.3 Probabilistic Recurrences 
A probabilistic recurrence relation is a recurrence of the form: 
T(z) = a(z) + L T(Hi(z)), 
l~i~A; 
(1) 
where a(z) is a fixed function, k ~ 1 is an integer and each Hi(Z) for i E [k] is a random variable in the range [0, z]. 
Such a recurrence describes succinctly the performance of certain divide-and-conquer randomised algorithms, or 
certain recursively produced random structures [7]. 
Under this circumstance, T is itself a random variable whose distribution is determined by that of the random 
variables Hi. A weak but useful set of assumptions to make on the distribution of the H/s is that for each 
i E [k), there exists a fixed function 77li(z) with 0 $ 77li(z) $ z such that E[Hi(Z)) $ 77li(z). Under this set of 
assumptions, we would like to give tail probability bounds on the random variable T(z). 
The probabilistic recurrence (1) determines, in a natural way, a labelling of the infinite k-ary tree, 1k, by a 
random vector X determined or described by the recurrence. Namely, label the root with z, and having labelIed 
a vertex z, label its children by the values Hi(Z) determined by the joint distribution of the Hi vaiables. The 
components of this random vector might not be independent, causing complications in the analysis. However, in 
many situations, the random vector X regarded as a labelling of the tree 1k has the following property: 
For each node v E TA; with children Wl, ..• , WA;, and for each t, tl E R, the joint distribution of the variables 
X(Wl)·· .X(WA;) is such that 
Pr[X(wJ) ~ tl I XCv) = t,X(W2) = t2,· ··,X(WA;) = tA;) 
is non-increasing in t2, . .. , tA;. 
In this situation, we would like to claim that the variables corresponding to different paths in the tree are 
negatively related in some sense. Hence that we can upper bound stochastic properties of the tree by treating 
the variables corresponding to different paths as truly independent. The concepts and results of § 5 provide tools 
to enable us to accomplish this task. The analysis of the recurrence is thereby considerably simplified, as the 
analysis of a single path in the tree can be carried out as in [7, 4]. 
1.2.4 Edge Colourmg of Graphs 
Panconesi and Srinivasan [11, 12, 16) describe edge colouring algorithms for graphs in the distributed model of 
computation (these can also be implemented directly in the PRAM model). The analysis of the algorithm requires 
stochastic bounds on the sum of random variables that are not independent, but negatively related. Our results 
give an efficient proof of the required bounds, see § 5.3 below. 
2 Preliminaries: The FKG Inequality 
We shall use the following elementary equalities involving conditional probabilities quite extensively: 
1. For any events A,B, Pr[A/\B] = Pr[AIB)Pr[B]. 
2. Let A and B be arbitray events, and let Ci, i EIbe a partition of the universe of events. Then 
Pr[A I B] = L Pr[A I B, Ci]Pr[Ci I B]. 
iEl 
We start by recalling some concepts from the theory of partial orders. A lattice is a partially ordered set in which 
every two elements z, y have a unique minimal upper bound, denoted z V y and called the join of z and y, and a 
unique maximallower bound denoted z 1\ y and called the meet of z and y. A lattice L, is distributive if for all 
z, y, z E L, we have the following two equivalent (dual) distributive laws: 
z 1\ (y V z) = (z 1\ y) V (z 1\ z), 
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x V (y A z) = (x V y) A (x V z). 
REMARK: The standard example of a distributive lattice is the lattice of all subsets of a given set ordered 
by set inclusion. The join and meet in this lattice are given by set union and set intersection respectively. A 
somewhat striking but easy result is that any finite distributive lattice is isomorphie to a sublattice of the lattice 
of all subsets of some finite set. Given a distributive lattice L, a function 1 : L - R is said to be non-decreasing 
(non-increasing) if x ~L y implies I(x) ~ I(y) (respectively, x ~L y implies I(x) ;::: I(y)) . A function J.' : L - R+ 
on a distributive lattice L, is called log-supermodular if 
for all x, y E L. 
Motivated by a problem in statistical mechanics, Fortuin, Kasteleyn and Ginibre, and independently Sarkar, 
proved the following celebrated correlation inequality [5, 13, 6, 1]: 
Theorem 2 (FKG Inequality) Let L be a finite distributive lattice and let J.' : L - R+ be a log-supermodular 
function. Then il I , 9 : L - R+ are both non-decreasing or both non-increasing, we have 
zEL zEL zEL zEL 
11 one 01 the functions is non-decreasing and the other is non-increasing then the reverse inequality holds. 
REMARK: It is helpful to view J.' as a measure on L . Assuming J.' is not identically zero, we can define, for any 
1 : L - R+, its expectation, 
(f) := L:zEL l(x)J.'(x) 
EZEL J.'(x) 
In this notation, the FKG Inequality asserts that for any log-supermodular J.', and functions I, 9 : L - R+, 
(f) . (g) ~ (fg) 
if I, 9 are both non-decreasing or both non-increasing, and 
(f) . (g) ;::: (fg) 
if one of the functions is non-decreasing and the other is non-increasing. This formulation clearly brings out the 
probabilistic nature of the FKG Inequality. 
3 The Proof via FKG 
We apply the FKG Inequality to give a quick proof of certain correlation statements about the random variables 
in the balls and bins example. Suppose we throw m balls into n bins uniformly and independently at random, 
for positive integers m, n. As before Xi is the random variable denoting the number of balls in the ith bin. 
A possible configurotion of the experiment can be represented by a vector a := (al, .. . , am ), with ai E [n] for 
each i E [m]. This is the configuration where ball igoes into bin ai for each i E [m]. Define the lattice L to be 
the set of all such configurations ordered component-wise: 
a ~L b +-+ ai ~ bi, for each i E [m] . 
It turns out that this in fact defines a distributive lattice, with join and meet given by the following equation on 
the components: 
(a V b)i := max(a;, bi) and (a Ab); := min(a;, b;). 
Distributivity follows because of the following property of the integers: 
min(a,max(b,c)) = max(min(a,b),min(a,c)) , 
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max(a, min(b, c)) = min(max(a, b), max(a, c)). 
Now define JJ. : L - R+ by JJ.(a) := l/nm for each a E L. So defined, JJ. is trivially log-supermodular, and 
crucially, it makes each configuration equally likely, representing the fact that the balls are thrown uniformly and 
independent1y at random into the bins. 
For a configuration a, we introduce naturally, for i E [n], 
This gives the number of balls in the ith bin in configuration a. 
Let I, J ~ [n] be two index sets such that either In J = 0 or Iu J = [n]; with no loss of generality, we 
can arrange it by renumbering, so that J := {l,···,\J\} and 1:= {n-\I\ + 1,···,n}. Let t],tJ be arbitrary 
non-negative integers. Define f, 9 : L - R+ as indicator functions by 
g(a) := {01" if L:jEJ Xj(a) ~ tJ; 
otherwise. 




= Pr[L Xi ~ t]] . 
iE] 
L JJ.(a)g(a) = Pr[LXj ~ tJ] 
aEL jEJ 
L JJ.(a)f(a)g(a) = Pr[LXi ~ t], LXj ~ tJ]. 
aEL iE] jEJ 
App1ying the FKG Inequality, we get the following corre1ation inequality on the random variables Xi, i E [n]: 
Theorem 3 Let I, J ~ [n] be index sets such that InJ = 0 or IUJ = [n]; and let t], tJ be arbitrary non-negative 
integers. Then 
Pr(LXi ~ t] \ L Xj ~ tJ] :$ Pr[LXi ~ t]]. 
iE] jEJ iE] 
REMARK 1: By taking I, J to be singletons, this also implies that Pr[Xi ~ ti \ Xj ~ tj] ::; Pr[Xi ~ ti] for any 
distinct i, j E [n] and any non-negative integers ti, tj. 
REMARK 2: In fact a eloser examination ofthe proof shows that it yie1ds somewhat more. We invoke the notion of 
majorisation. Given two vectors x, Y E Rn, X is said to be majorised by y, denoted X ~ Y if L:iE[nj Xi = L:;E[nJ Yi 
and for each k E [n], L:1:<i<n Xi :$ L:1:<i<n Yi· (This is a slightly modified version of the usual definition, [9] .) A 
function f : Rn - R is callea Schur non-ilecreasing if it respects this ordering, that is X ~ Y implies f(x) ::; f(Y), 
and similarly one defines a Schur non-increasing function. The proof above shows directly that for any Schur 
non-decreasing function t/; and any Schur non-increasing function </>, and any reals t, t', 
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4 An Elementary Proof 
In this section, we give an elementary proof of the following type of correlation inequalites: 
for any non-negative integers t l , .. " t4. More precisely we establish the following theorem. 
Theorem 4 Let 1, J ~ [n] be disjoint index sets, ti, i E 1 and tj,j E J any non-negative integers and I' ~ 
1, J' ~ J. Then 
Pr[/\ Xi ~ ti I /\ Xj ~ tj] ::; Pr[/\ Xi ~ ti I /\ Xj ~ tj]. 
iE! JEJ iE!' JEJ' 
We begin by making some observations and proving same monotonicity lemmas. 
Notation 5 Pr~ [E] denotes the probability 01 the event E when m indistinguishable balls are thrown into n 
distinguished bins. 
Observation 6 Let 1, J ~ [n], 1 n J = 0. Let (lj, i E 1 and aj, j E J be arbitrary non-negative integers. Let EI 
be the event "iE! Xi = ai and E2 be the event "jEJ Xj = aj. Then, 
where M = LjEJ aj and N = IJI· 
In other words, if the number of balls in certain binsis fixed, then the remaining balls get distributed in the 
remaining bins independently and uniformlyat random. Using this lemma we can establish the following: 
Lemma 7 Let 1, J ~ [n], 1 n J = 0. Let ai, i E 1 and aj,j E J be arbitrary non-negative integers. Let EI be the 
event "iE! Xi ~ ai and E2 be the event "jEJ Xj = aj. Then, 
where M = LjEJ aj and N = IJI 
To maintain continuity of the exposition, We defer the inductive proof of the following crucial monotonicity lemma 
to the appendix. 
Lemma 8 Let 1, J ~ [n], 1 n J = 0. Let I E [n] \ 1 U J. Let ai, i EI and aj,j E J and be arbitrary non-negative 
integers. Let EI be the event "iE! Xi ~ ai and E 2 be the event "jEJ Xj ~ aj. Let 
I(a) := Pr~[EIIE2,XI = a]. 
Then 1 is n~n-increasing in a. 
An immediate application of this lemma gives the fol1owing. 
Lemma 9 Let 1, J ~ [n], 1 n J = 0.Let I E [n] \ 1 U J. Let ai, i E 1, aj,j E J and be arbitrary non-negative 
integers. Let EI be the event "iE! Xi ~ ai and E2 be the event "jEJ Xj ~ aj. Let 
g(a) := Pr~[EIIE2,XI ~ a]. 
Then 9 is non-increasing in a. 
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A = Pr~[El> E2, XI ~ a + 1] 
B = Pr~[E2,XI ~ a + 1] 
C = Pr~[El,E2,XI = a] 
D = Pr~[E2,XI = a] 
= Pr~[El I E2,XI ~ a + 1] 
= L Pr~[El I E2,XI = t]. Pr~[XI = tl E2,XI ~ a+ 1] 
t~Q+1 




So, we get that, :S$~ ~ oS- or that 
establishing the lemma. 
The proof of the theorem now follows easily by noting that, 
iEl 
and that, 
by the last monotonicity lemma. 
JEJ iEl' 
Pr [A X · > t· lAX· > t ·] 1\ I_I 1\ J-J 
iEI' JEJ' 
iEI' JEJ' 
> Pr[ A Xi ~ ti I A Xj ~ tj] 
iEI' JEJ 




Although the proof of the previous section has the advantage of being elementary, it has the major drawback 
of being too specific. One would like a more general theory that captures the underlying notion of negative 
dependence of random variables of which the bins and balls example is only a special case. In this section, 
we invoke a general concept of negative association of random variables and related techniques from the theory 
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of multi-variate probability inequaIities, [2, 3], to show that the random variables Xi from the balls and bins 
experiment are in fact negatively related in a very strong sense. Most of our results from the previous sections 
will then folIowaseasy corollaries. Next we show that the well-known Chernoff-Hoeffding bounds for independent 
variables can also be applied to negatively associated variables. We use this to give a simple proof of a result 
of Panconesi and Srinivasan[12, 16, 11]. In fact, our formulation brings out clearly why the CH-bounds hold in 
their case. Moreover, this methodology has potentially much wider appIicability in the analysis of probabilistic 
algorithms as suggested in § 1.2.3. We also introduce a notion of strong negative association and point out an 
appIication. 
In this section, n and m are integers with n, m ~ 2. For a positive integer k, we shall regard R" as aposet 
with the component-wise ordering. A function f : R" -+ R is non-decreasing if it respects this ordering, i.e. is a 
poset-homomorphism. 
5.1 Negative Association 
In [3], the following notion of negatively related random variables is proposed: 
Definition 10 The vector of random variables, X := (Xl, .. " X n ) is said to be negatively associated if for 
every two disjoint index sets, I, J ~ [n), 
coV(f(Xi, i E I),g(Xj,j E J))::; 0 
that is, 
E[f(Xi, i E I)g(Xj ,j E J)] ::; E[f(Xi, i E I)]E[g(Xj, j E J)] 
for all non-decreasing functions f : RIII -+ Rand 9 : RIJI -+ R. 
OBSERVATIONS: 
1. Equivalent formulations are: X := (Xl, ... , X n ) is negatively associated if 
(a) For all disjoint index sets I, J ~ [n], and non-decreasing f : RIII -+ R, 9 : RIJI -+ Rand s, t E R, 
Pr[f(Xi, i E I) ~ s, g(Xj, j E J) ~ t] ::; Pr[f(Xi, i E I) ~ s] . Pr[g(Xj, j E J) ~ t]. 
(b) For all disjoint index sets I,J ~ [n], and filters A ~ RIII,B ~ RIJI, 
Pr[(Xi, i E I) E A, (Xj,j E J) E 8] ::; Pr[(Xi , i EI) E A] . Pr[(Xj,j E J) E 8]. 
2. For two binary-valued variables X, Y, it is necessary and sufficient that cov(X, Y) ::; 0 for X, Y to be 
negatively associated. However, in general the condition that X is negatively associated is strictly stronger 
than the condition COV(Xi, Xj) ::; 0 for each i, j E [n]. In general, it can be quite difficult to establish that 
a set of variables is negatively associated. Below, we give some properties that can be used to estabIish 
negative association in certain situations. 
3. If X = (Xl , ... , X n ) is negatively associated, then 
Pr[/\ Xi ~ ti, /\ Xj ~ tj] ::; Pr[/\ Xi ~ ti] . Pr[/\ Xi ~ tj] 
iEI j EJ iEI iEJ 
for all disjoint index sets I,J ~ [n], and allreals ti,i E, and tj,j E J. This follows by taking f,g to be 
the indicator functions for the sets {a E Rn I AEI a; ~ td and {a E Rn I AjEJ aj ~ tj} respectively. By 
induction, this also implies that 
Pr[ /\ Xi ~ ti]::; TI Pr[Xi ~ ti] 
iE[n1 iE[n1 
for any reals ti, i E [n]. 
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The following proposition lists some basic properties enabling one to construct negatively associated variables [3]: 
Proposition 11 1. A single variable by itself is negatively associated. 
2. IfX:= (Xl,"', X n) and Y := (Yl ,"', Ym ) are negatively associated, and X, Y are independent, then the 
augmented vector (X, Y) = (Xl' ... ,Xn, YI , .. " Ym ) is negatively associated. 
9. If Ul, ... ,Un are independent, then U := (Ul, ... ,Un) is negatively associated. 
4. If Xl, .. " X n are negatively associated, then so is any subset of these variables. 
5. Let X := (Xl,"', X n) be negatively associated. Let 11,"', I" ~ [n] be dis joint index sets, for some positive 
integer k. For j E [k], let hj : Rl1kl --+ R be non-decreasing (or non-increasing) functions, and define }j := 
hj (X~, i E Ij ). Then the vector Y := (YI , ... , Y,,) is also negatively associated. That is, non-decreasing (or 
non-increasing) functions of disjoint subsets of negatively associated variables are also negatively associated. 
5.2 Negative Association in Balls and Bins 
We use Proposition 11 to give a simple yet completely general solution to the balls and bins problem. For the 
situation where m balls are throw into n bins, define indicator random variables XiJ for i E [n],j E [m] by 
X- .. _ {1, if ball j goes into bin ij 
',J'- 0, otherwisej 
We start with the following intuitively appealing result. 
Lemma 12 For any jE [m], the variablesXl,j,···,XnJ are negatively associated. 
Proof Let I, J ~ [n] be any two disjoint index setSj without loss of generality, we can by renumbering arrange it so 
that 1:= {1, ... , Ill} and J := {n-IJI+1, ... , n}. We would like to show that for any two non-decreasing functions 
f: RIII --+ Rand 9 : RIJI --+ R, E[f(Xi, i E: l)g(Xj,j E J)] ::; E[J(X;, i E l)]E[g(Xj,j E J)]. Without 1055 of 
generality, we can, once again by renumbering, arrange it so that f(O, .. ·0,0) ::; f(O, .. ·0,1) ::; ... , ::; f(l, 0, .. ·,0) 
and g(O, 0"",0) ::; g(l, 0"",0) ::; ... ::; g(O, 0,···,1). Consider the linear order L, on n-tuples consisting of 
exactly one 1 and n - 1 zeroes, whose order is given by: 
(0,0, ... ,0,1) < (0,0, ... ,1,0) < ... < (1,0, ... ,0). 
Define functions j, 9 : L --+ R by 
j(al"'" an) := f(ai, i E l) 
g(al," ',an):= g(aj,j E J). 
By the definition of the ordering on L, and using the fact that f, 9 are non-decreasing (in the component-wise 
ordering), we observe that j is non-decreasing while 9 is non-increasing in L. By the FKG inequality, with the 
measure J.'(a) := Pr[Xl,j = al,"', XnJ = an] = ~, we get 
aEL aEL aEL 
which is exactly the desired inequality. • 
Since the balls are thrown independently of each other, the variables (XlJ, .. " Xn,j) are independent ofthe rest 
ofthe variables. Hence from property (1) ofProposition 11, we deduce that the full vector (Xi,j)iE[nJ,jE[m] is also 
negatively associated. Now, note that Xi = LjE[mj Xi,j for each i E [n]. For each i E [n], fi : Rnm --+ R, with 
fi(a) := LjE[mJ ai,i is non-decreasing. Finally using property (2) from Proposition 11 above we establish the 
negative relation between the number of balls in each bin in full generality: 
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Theorem 13 Let X := (Xl'···' X n ) be the vector of the number of balls in the bins. Then X is negatively 
associated. 
This general result includes most of the statements proved in the preceding sections as corollaries. For instance, 
the result that 
Pr[/\ X- > t· 1 /\ X' > t·] < Pr[/\ X- > t·] 
"_" 1-1- I_I 
iEI iEI 
is a corollary to the negative association as observed above. However results such as 
which are implied by the FKG-proof of § 3 do not follow from this result. Nor do the results of the form 
Pr[Xl ~ tl 1 X 2 ~ t2,X3 ~ t3] ~ Pr[Xl ~ tl I X2 ~ t2]. For the latter, however, one can prove that the variables 
Xi,j are negatively related in the stronger sense of the following definition: 
Definition 14 The vector X := (Xl,···, X n ) is strongly negatively associated if for all disjoint index sets 
11, ' .. , 11:+1 ~ [n], and all non-descreasing functions f; : RIIjl - R for j E [k + 1], 
E[!l (Xi , i E 1d··· fl:+l (Xi , i E 1k+d] . E[h(Xi, i E 12), •• fk(Xi, i E 1k)] 
$ E[!l(Xi, i EIl )'" fk(Xi, i E 1k)] . E[h(Xi, i E 12 ) ... fl:+l(Xi, i E 1k+d]· 
Moreover, the properties of negative association from Proposition 11 carry over to strong negative association 
as weIl. Hence, the variables Xi are actually strongly negatively associated. For strongly negatively associated 
variables X, the following holds: For any disjoint index sets I, J ~ [n] and any I' ~ I, J' ~ J, and any reals 
ti, i E land tj, j E J 
Pr[/\ Xi ~ ti 1/\ Xj ~ tj] $ Pr[/\ Xi ~ ti 1 /\ Xj ~ tj]. 
iEI JEJ iEI' JEJ' 
This yields all the results of the previous section. 
5.3 Negative Association and Chernoff-Hoeffding Bounds 
A property of negatively associated random variables that is very useful is that one can apply the Chemoff-
Hoeffding( CH) bounds to give tail estimates on their sum; in effect, for purposes of stochastic bounds on the sum, 
one can treat the variables as if they were independent. 
Proposition 15 Let X := (Xl'···' Xn ) be negatively associated (where all variables Xi are bounded) and let 
X:= Xl + ... +Xn . Then, for any 6 > 0, we have 
_62 
Pr [IX - E[X]I > 6E[X]] < 2· eXP(-3-E[X)). 
Proof We use the standard proof of the CH-bound, see for example, [1, 10]. The only change needed is in 
a crucial step, where one uses the fact that for independent variables, E[etX ] = Emi etXi ] = ili E[etXi ]. For 
negatively associated variables, we have, for t > 0, E[etX] = Emi etXi ] ~ ili E[etXi ], because the functions etXi 
are non-decreasing functions of disjoint argument sets. The rest of the proof is unchanged, and gives the upper 
tail bound. For the lower tail, we apply the same argument to the variables bi - Xi, where b; is a given bound on 
the variable Xi. Note that if the Xi variables are negatively associated, then so are the variables bi - Xi. • 
We give an application taken from [12, 16, 11]. There a certain notion of self-weakening or 1-correlated variables 
is defined, and it is shown that the CH-bound extends to sums of such variables. This extention is useful but 
somewhat ad hoc. Here we can see clearly that it is no co-incidence that CH-bounds can be applied in their case, 
for such self-weakening variables are special cases of negative association. Note that in the proof above, we avoid 
any expansion and manipulations ofTaylor series, as in [11, 12, 16]. 
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In their analysis of an edge colouring algorithm, Panconesi and 5rinivasan [12, 16, 11] have to analyse the 
balls and bins experiment. 5pecifically, they define indicator variables Yi := 1 iff the ith bin is empty, and seek to 
stochastically bound the sum Yl + . , . + Yn . These variables are not independent, preventing a direct application 
of the CH-bounds. However, we note that Yi = 1 - sgn(Xd, for i E [n], where Xi is the number of balls in the 
ith bin. Aß shown above, the Xi variables are negatively associated. Now the Yi variables are non-increasing 
functions of disjoint variables, which themselves are negatively associatedj hence the vector (Yl ,· . " Yn ) is also 
negativelyassociated. One can now apply the CH-bound to get tail estimates for Pr[Yl + ... + Yn > 5]. 
6 Unresolved Issues 
5ince in general, it can be quite diflicult to establish that a certain set of variables is negatively associated , we 
would like to have useful suflicient conditions under which this obtains. The random variables X := (Xl, ... , X n ) 
are said to satisfy the negative monotone regression property if: For each i E [n], and for each non-decreasing 
function 1 : R - R, 
E[/(Xi) I Xl = tl,"', Xi = ti] 
is non-increasing in (tl,"', ti) E Ri . Our indicator variables Xi,;, i E [n],j E [m] also have satisfy the negative 
monotone regression property. 
Lemma 16 For any (i,j) E [n] x [m] and index set K ~ [n] x [m] such that (i,j) ~ K, and any I: {O, 1} - R 
such that 1(0) :$ 1(1), we have 
E[/(XiJ) I 1\ X1r:,1 = t1r: ,t] 
(1r:,I)EK 
is non-increasing in (t1r:,I)(1r: ,I)EK E {O, 1}IKI. 
Proof First observe that 
E[/(XiJ) I 1\ X1r:,1 = t1r:,rl = E[J(Xi,i) I 1\ X1r:,1 = t1r:,t] 
(1r:,I)EK (1r: ,I)EK' 
for K' := K n [n] x {j}, since each ball is thrown independently of the others. 50, if (t1r:,I)(1r:,I)EK :$ (t~,I)(1r:,I)EK 
with t1r: ,1 = t~,l for (k,l) E K', then 
In general, 
where, for i = 0,1, 
E[J(Xi,j) I 1\ X1r:,1 = t1r:,rl = E[/(Xi,i) I 1\ X1r: ,1 = t~,l]' 
(k,I)EK (1r:,I)EK 
E[/(Xi,i) I 1\ X1r: ,1 = t1r:,rl = I(O)p(O) + 1(1)p(1) 
(k ,I)EK 
p(i) := Pr[Xi ,i = 1 I 1\ X1r: ,1 = t1r:,tJ· 
(1r: ,I)EK' 
On the other hand, if (t1r:,I)(1r: ,I)EK' < (t1" I)(1r: ,I)eK', then 
and so 
Pr[Xi ,i = 1 I 1\ X1r:,1 = t1"l] = 0 
(1r:,I)e K' 
E[/(Xi,i) I 1\ X1r:,1 = t1"l] = 1(0). 
(1r:,I)eK' 
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Since /(0) :5 /(1), we have /(O)p(O) + /(l)p(l) ;::: /(0) for any probabilities P(O),p(l) summing to 1. The result 
is established. • 
We conjecture that the negative monotone regression condition implies the negative association of the variables. 
Besides giving an alternative proof of our result, this would be an extremely useful tool in establishing the negative 
association of variables in applications such as that in § 1.2.3. Having used monotone regression to show that the 
variables corrseponding to the children. of anode in the recurrence tree are negatively associated (conditioned on 
the value of the parent node), a straightforward induction shows that the variables corresponding to different paths 
are also negatively associated. One can then analyse a single path by itself and subsequently apply large-deviation 
bounds as if they were independent. 
Another, rather ambitious, task would be to resolve the following kind of mixed conditions. We know that 
Pr[X1 ;::: tl I X 2 ;::: t2] :5 Pr[X1 ;::: tl] and also that Pr[X1 ;::: tl I X3 :5 t3] ;::: Pr[X1 ;::: tl]' What can one say 
about Pr[X1 ;::: tl I X2 ;::: t2, X3 :5 t3)? What one would really want is a calculus 0/ correlations that enables 
one, in a general way, under certain circumstances, to combine several such correlations into one. That is, given 
Pr[A I B] :5 Pr[A], and Pr[A I Cl ;::: Pr[A], under which circumstances can one also obtain Pr[A I B, C] :5 Pr[A]? 
In this context the work of Shepp[14, 15] and Winkler, [18] might be relevant. 
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A The Monotonicity Lemma 
We give a proof of the crucial monotonicity lemma here. 
Lemma 17 Let 1= {1,2· ··kd,J = {n,n -l, .. n - k2 } such that In J = 0. Let I E [n] \ Iu J. Let ai,i EI 
and aj, j E J and be arbitrary non-negative integers. Let E 1 be the event AiE! Xi ~ ai and E2 be the event 
AjEJ Xj ~ aj. Let 
Then f is non-increasing in a. 
Proof. First, note that we can assume without any 1055 of generality that each ai is positive because if any ai 
is zero we can remove the corresponding condition. It suffices to show that f(a + 1) $ f(a) for arbitrary a. We 
begin by noting that, 
and that 
If we let ml = m - a - 1 and nl = n - 1 our task reduces to proving that 
We prove this by induction on IJI. 
Base Case: IJI = 0 : In this case, 
Pr~\+dE1IE2] = Pr~1+1(/\ Xi ~ ai] 
iE! 
= Pr~\ [/\ Xi ~ ai] + : L Pr~\ [ /\ Xi ~ ai, X u = au - 1] 
iEl 1 uE! iEl\{u} 
> Pr~ll [/\ Xi ~ ai]. 
iEl 
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Induction Hypothesis: Assume that the statement is true for all J with IJI $ s. 
Induction Step: Let IJI = s + 1. 
where, 
Now, let 
Pr!,,+dEdE2] = Pr!"+l[/\ Xi ~ ail /\ Xj = aj] 
iEI jEJ 
Pr!"+l[AEIXi ~ ai,AjEJXj ~ aj] 
= Pr;:;, +1 [AjEJ Xj ~ aj] 
Pr;:;, [AiEI Xi ~ ai, AjEJ Xj ~ aj] + LIEJ A, + A 
= 
Pr;:;,[AjEJXj ~ aj] + LIEJ B, 
A, = : Pr!',[/\ Xi ~ ai, /\ Xj ~ aj,X, = al-I], 
1 iEI jEJ\{I} 
B, = : Pr!',[ /\ Xj ~ aj,X, = a,-I], 
1 jEJ\{I} 
and 
A : L: Pr!', [/\ Xj ~ aj, /\ Xi ~ ai, X u = tu - 1]. 
1 uEI jEJ iEI\{u} 
A = Pr!', [/\ Xi ~ ac, /\ Xj ~ aj], 
iEI jEJ 
B = Pr;:;,[/\Xj~aj]. 
jEJ 
Then, we claim that for each lEI, Az/ B, $ AlB. This follows becuase 
A 
B = Pr!', [/\ Xi ~ ac I /\ X j ~ aj] iEI jEJ 
= LPr;:;,[/\Xi~ail /\ Xj~aj,XI=a].Pr!',[XI=al/\Xj~aj] 
a~a, iEI jEJ\{I} jEJ 
Now, since IJ \ {l}1 = s, we can use the induction hypothesis to get that 
Now, let 
A 
B $ Pr!',[ /\ Xj ~ aj,X, = al-I]· L: Pr!',[XI = al /\ Xj ~ aj] jEJ\{I} a~a, jEJ 
= Az/BI 
c = L:AI + A, and D = L:BI. 
IEJ IEJ 
Then, ~ ~ ~. Noting that, 
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we get that ~$g ~ ~ . In other words, 
Pr~\+d/\ Xi ~ ail/\ Xj ~ aj) ~ Pr~\[/\ Xi ~ ail/\ Xj ~ aj). 
iE! jEJ iE! jEJ 
establishing the lemma. • 
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